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Don Rehkopf is a Vice President of NYSACDL, Co-Chair of its CLE Committee, the Co-Chair of

the NACDL’s Military Law Committee, and its liaison to the NACDL’s Amicus Curiae Committee. 

He is their author of Amici Curiae briefs in Padilla v. Rumsfeld, [alleged “dirty bomber]; Hamdi v.

Rumsfeld, [U.S. citizen “detainee” in military brig]; and Rasul v. Rumsfeld, [Guantanamo Bay, Cuba

“detainees.”]

After graduating from law school in the Middle Ages, B.C. [“before computers,], he practiced

in Columbus, Ohio.  He was ordered to active duty in the Air Force, where he spent two tours as a

JAG Defense Counsel, including being the Senior AF Defense Counsel in the Republic of Korea. 

After leaving active duty, he practiced in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, in an American law firm

representing GI’s all over Europe in courts-martial.  He then spent 11 years in the violent felony

bureau of the Monroe County Public Defenders office before returning to private practice.

His practice at Brenna & Brenna consists of criminal trial, appellate and post-conviction

matters, court-martial defense and civil litigation involving civil rights and personal injury issues. 

He has tried 200+ cases and has been co-counsel on two military capital cases.  Concentrating in

forensic matters, he has achieved acquittals in murder cases by proving suicide by hanging versus

strangulation; electrocution versus “shaken baby” syndrome; and exposing a fabricated inculpatory

page of a written confession.  In the “bizarre but true” category, he obtained an acquittal in a rape

prosecution following forensic engineering testimony about the tensile strength of a tampon string.

He has defended police, a CIA representative, a classified espionage trial, fellow lawyers

(unfortunately) and a client with 5 personalities.

A frequent CLE lecturer and author on criminal defense issues and techniques, he also

lectures on Professional Responsibility issues for both the NYSACDL and NACDL.  He has co-

authored a chapter in Forensic Neuropsychology (Plenum Pub. Co.), entitled, “Forensic

Neuropsychology in Criminal Cases,” a graduate level text for neuropsychology students.  He is

presently studying forensic entomology (bugs) in an effort to obtain post-conviction relief for a

Marine who escaped the death penalty in a premeditated murder case, but received LWOP based in

part on inaccurate, misleading and unobjected to prosecution testimony about fly larvae to establish

a hypothetical “time of death.”

Dedicated to Mari-Rae Sopper, Esq., a damn fine Defense Attorney and colleague who died in the plane that

was flown into the Pentagon, September 11, 2001.



CONFRONTING CAMERAS IN THE COURTROOM:
ANOTHER CHALLENGE FOR THE DEFENSE . . .

“I once read a very finely worded description of the difference
between a lawyer for ordinary legal rights and a lawyer for cases like
these.  It ran like this: the one lawyer leads his client by a slender
thread until the verdict is reached, but the other lifts his client on his
shoulders from the start and carries him bodily without once letting
him down until the verdict is reached and even beyond it.”

Franz Kafka, The Trial                        

I. FEDERAL CASES:

Callahan v. Lash, 381 F.Supp 827 (N.D. Ind. 1974).

' Habeas corpus writ granted in murder case because of TV coverage.  Court
listed numerous factors involving cameras that affected trial adversely.

Chandler v. Florida, 449 U.S. 560 (1981).

' MUST reading by any defense counsel facing a “camera in the courtroom”
issue.

' The media’s “White Horse,” but, really of limited application.  Holding only
deals with two areas:

g TV per se is not a violation of “fair trial” rights of defendant;
g U.S. Supreme Court will not act in a “supervisory” capacity to bar

TV’s and media coverage in State courts.

' NOTE:   One of the factors that contributed to the Court’s approving the
process in Florida at the time was the right of the Defendant to have a hearing
on the issue.

Cox Broadcasting Corp. v. Cohn, 420 U.S. 469 (1975).

' Gov’t may not impose sanctions for publication of names contained in public
records, e.g., victims, witnesses etc.

' What then is the rationale for excluding such persons from camera coverage?
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Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532 (1962).

' Seminal case, but fragmented opinions and limited by Chandler, supra.  But,
still valuable language and observations on the problem.

' NOTE:   The arguments made in Estes were not rejected in Chandler, as
Chandler only noted that the record did not support a constitutional
violation.

Gannett Co. Inc. v. DePasquale, 443 U.S. 368 (1979).

' The 6  Amendment right to a “public trial” is for the benefit of the defendantth

alone.

' To safeguard the Due Process rights of an Accused, pretrial hearings may be
closed in limited circumstances.

' Read this case to get the “flavor” of what the Court was referring to.

Globe Newspaper Co. v. Superior Court, 457 U.S. 596 (1982).

' Media’s 1  Amendment right of access (not to photograph) is not absolute.st

' But, State cannot exclude press without compelling reason from testimony
of minor victim of sex crime.

Houchins v. KQED, 438 U.S. 1, 98 S.Ct 2588, at 2592, n. 2 (1978).

' “[I]nmates in jails . . . retain certain fundamental rights of privacy; they are
not like animals in a zoo to be filmed and photographed at will by the public
or by media reporters however ‘educational’ the process may be for others.”

United States v. Yonkers Bd. of Education, 747 F.2d 111 (2  Cir. 1984).nd

' Excellent analysis, especially regarding witness “inhibitions,” although facts
were limited to audio recordings.

' “Unlike Broadway plays, trials are not conducted for the purpose of
entertaining or enlightening an audience.”  Id., at 113

Westmoreland v. CBS, 752 F.2d 16 (2  Cir. 1984).nd

' Media’s 1  Amendment right is limited to access to the courtroomst

proceedings - it does not include or encompass the “right” to televise.
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II. OTHER AUTHORITIES AND ARTICLES.

Block, Cameras and Courtrooms: The Denial of Due Process, 52 Fl. B. J. 454 (1978).

Breheny, Maintaining Impartiality: Does Media Coverage of Trials Need to Be Curtailed? 
10 St. Johns J. L. Comm. 371 (1995).

Buchanan et al., The Florida Experiment, 15 TRIAL 34 (April 1979).

Carlisle, An Open Courtroom: Should Cameras Be Permitted in New York State Courts? 18 
Pace L. Rev. 297 (1998)

Day, The Case Against Cameras in the Courtroom, 20 The Judges Journal (ABA) 18 (Winter
1981).

Douglas, The Public Trial and the Free Press, 33 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 1 (1960).

Fatzer, Cameras in the Courtroom: The Kansas Opposition, 18 Washburn L.J. 230 (1979)

Gerbner, Trial By Television, 63 Judicature (April 1980).

Graham & Fretz, Cameras in the Courtroom: A Dialogue, 64 A.B.A.J. 545 (1978).

Moses, Legal Spin Control: Ethics and Advocacy in the Court of Public Opinion, 95 Colum. 
L. Rev. 1811 (1995).

Note, Cameras in the Criminal Courtroom: A Sixth Amendment Analysis, 85 Colum. L. Rev. 
1546 (1985).

Note, In the Hot Box and On the Tube: Witnesses’ Interests in Televised Trials, 66 Fordham 
L. Rev. 165 (1997). 

Sanchez, Barring the Media From the Courtroom in Child Abuse Cases: Who Should 
Prevail? 46 Buffalo L. Rev. 217 (1998).

Sherwin, Legal Meaning in the Age of Images: The Jurisprudence of Appearances, 43 N.Y. 
L. Sch. L. Rev. 821 (2000).

Sloviter, If Courts Are Open, Must Cameras Follow? 26 Hofstra L. Rev. 873 (1998).
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III. TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

A. SYSTEMIC CHALLENGES UNDER STATE AND FEDERAL LAW.

B. TACTICAL.

' Pre-trial Motions attacking the “process and procedure” regarding cameras.

' Seeking a “Protective Order” when all else fails.

' Argue the Cost to Taxpayers

IV. THE MISSISSIPPI  RULES: Some (Damn) Yankee Observations, But First . . . .

' In the ethical interest of “full disclosure, “ my “Bad Law!”
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The People of the State of New York, Plaintiff, v. Mark Parise, Defendant 

[NO NUMBER IN ORIGINAL] 

County Court of New York, Monroe County 

137 Misc. 2d 1098; 523 N.Y.S.2d 962; 1988 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 10 

January 11, 1988 

COUNSEL:

Donald G. Rehkopf, Jr., for defendant.

Howard R. Relin, District Attorney (Richard A.

Keenan of counsel), for plaintiff.

David M. Schraver for WHEC-TV 10.  

JUDGES:

David D. Egan, J.  

OPINION BY:

EGAN 

OPINION:

 [*1098]  OPINION OF THE COURT

 [**963]  In this case the defendant is charged with

manslaughter in the second degree arising out of an

incident in which it is alleged that the victim's death

resulted from a "pit bull terrier" dog attacking and biting

Robert Barbarita, who died 11 days thereafter.

The defendant has moved for an order prohibiting any

form of photography arguing (1) that the applications 

[***2]  by the news media are illegal if not made by an

attorney in that it would constitute unauthorized practice of

law, (2) that the enabling  [*1099]  statute is

unconstitutional in that it violates the separation of powers

doctrine, and (3) that the enabling act and implementing

regulations are unconstitutional per se as being in violation

of the First Amendment of the Federal Constitution and

defendant's right to equal protection of the laws.

In seeking to report events in the court the media is not

practicing law.  They are practicing their trade, i.e.,

recording the news for delivery to the general public.  The

media application to report courtroom events is on a form

set forth in 22 NYCRR part 131 in keeping with  section

218 (3) (b) of the Judiciary Law which requires the news

media to file a request to engage in audio-visual coverage

with the Presiding Judge.  The filing of that request or

application is not prohibited by Judiciary Law §  476-a or

§  484 concerning unauthorized practice of law.

 Section 218 of the Judiciary Law does not violate the

separation of powers doctrine. It is permissive in nature,

providing that "the chief judge of the state or his designee

may authorize  [***3]  an experimental program in which

presiding trial judges, in their discretion, may permit audio-

visual coverage of *** court proceedings, including trials."

( Judiciary Law §  218 [1].) Pursuant to the enabling

statute, part 131 of the Rules of the Chief Administrator of

the Courts (22 NYCRR) was adopted by the Chief

Administrative Judge of the Courts and approved by the

State Court of Appeals and the Administrative Board of the

Courts.

The Federal Constitution does not prohibit

broadcasting of a criminal trial over the objections of the

defendant.  ( Chandler v Florida, 449 U.S. 560 [1981].)

Accordingly, the defendant's motion to prohibit media

coverage of proceedings in this case is denied in all

respects.  The applications of WHEC-TV 10 and

WHAM/WVOR Radio and Gannett Press for permission to

conduct audio-visual coverage are granted.  
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